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About This Game

The Botanist is an optimistic game about growing plants and becoming independent, where every word in the world is a seed
that grows a unique plant.

You are let go from your job, with very little compensation and even less in the bank. You choose to see this as an opportunity.
To finally take the time to try and reach your dream of becoming a botanist. Work hard and believe in yourself, and you can

achieve your goals.

Key Features

Complete customer requests and build your reputation, to try to become a professional Botanist.

Curate a seed catalogue all of your own, where every word will grow a unique plant.

Choose words that mean something to you. Your loved ones, pets, or favourite places.

Collect varied pots and vases to create displays that suit you and your clients.

Commemorate your favourite arrangements with your camera, and cherish the memories forever.

Chill out to an original soundtrack by Robert Paul Allen
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The Background

One night, in mid 2016, I (James Biddulph, Developer) couldn't sleep, so I got up and made a little garden simulator. I was
stressed out, and living in the city, but nature and open, green spaces, always helps to calm me down. I didn't think much of it at
the time, but I made the game generate a random plant based upon a random word. It was super rough, and didn't look great, but

I was just making it to take my mind off things.

I showed this little game to a few people, and it seemed to connect with them. I noticed that people would always do very similar
things the first time that they played. They would type in their own name, their pets name, loved ones etc, to see what kind of
plant would grow. It was amazing to see them connect the plant to the person. Maybe the plant was very chaotic and messy,

which made them think of their cat, or tall and graceful like their partner.

I saw this happen with enough different people to convince me that I should turn this idea into a full game. I hope that it
connects with more people, and maybe even helps you if you are having a hard time, like the original prototype did with me.
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wtf was that Sagging Breasts my grandma better than this. This is crap!
It is by far the worst game i have ever played in my entire life!
i cant stand watching a gameplay of that for more than 1 second! it makes me feel sick.
Some other things that make the game worse are:
-Graphcs (come on in what year did this came out? 1999? because if its released on 2016 it means graphics should be very good.
Unturned its free andhas 500% better graphics! and this is a dollar of price)
-Lag (I have an internet of 20 MB and normally im o 40 ping abvove but here im on 130 of ping! what the hell is that kind of
trash servers?
-Arenas ( arenas are so smal, it barely fits 4 people and they are making a masacre! the maps should be 3 times bigger so it
would be acceptable)

If i kept writing i would have a 1,000 line review so im leaving it here.. I really wanted to give this game a chance, for some
reason. Maybe because I spent $8 on it. It fails in several ways:

The AI companions are awful. They often stand around, not attacking, and when they are attacking, they are in the way.

The landscape can obscure where you're fighting, so you don't know where the enemy that's hitting you is, or where you are.

The damage numbers are the same color for you getting hit, your party members getting hit, and your enemies getting hit, and
non-boss enemies don't have a health bar, so you don't really know the status of a fight.

Perhaps more importantly, I couldn't see any health bars for my AI companions, so as a cleric, I just had to spam heals without
knowing when they needed it.

The sprites\/animations are pretty poor, you can't face\/attack diagonally which really sucks, and I couldn't tell if my party
members were dead, or if they were alive and just standing around (which, as aforementioned, happens in combat).

The difficulty\/loot scale is awful. The first boss was super easy, and your rival who apparently lost to it comes back next level
and wiped my party, constantly stunlocked me and killed me 4 times, so I just had to hold block and get in one hit at a time.
Then the loot I got from finally beating him was worse than what I already had.

The game doesn't inform you of many things, such as when I thought I was stacking enhancements on an item, I was actually
just overwriting them with another. No info on that.

Your AI companions have no dialogue. Zero. No story, they just follow you around and no one else acknowledges them. Awful
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storytelling.

Speaking of which, the main story doesn't come in until 40 mins in. That time is spent winning a tournament you didn't join, and
fighting through tons of boring battles to get to the celebration of your really easy victory.

The one cool thing is the abilities are cool, but the hotkey system is annoying, you can only have a few powers hotkeyed at a
time.

Overall, I really wish I didn't spend my money on this game. Don't get it. It feels very unfinished. Oh yeah, the most annoying
part: after suffering through the story to see if it improved, there were some enemies that spawned behind some terrain that
neither they nor I could get through. Their ranged attacks couldn't get out, and I had no ranged attacks, and my party wasn't even
moving (they might have been dead, but the sprites are such that it's hard to tell). I couldn't leave the way I came, and I couldn't
progress until they died, but they were stuck and therefore so was I. I had to quit and lose all progress in that chapter. Now I'm
done.. https:\/\/hardcoregames.azurewebsites.net\/psi-project-legacy\/

This game needs more work on it, lots more.. I had to stop playing this one due to a bug in the second or third Hidden Object
minigame that I came I across. I had to click on an objected called "$zoom_main_HD" which, unsurprisingly, I couldn't find.
Using the hint to circle the object didn't help either - it just circled the center of the screen. It was like they didn't bug test this at
all.. A GOOD FUN GAME FOR THE PRICE LOOKS GOOD,SHAM THERES NO HANDS ADDED YET BUT STILL
EARLY ACCESS,A GOOD SOLID FUN GAME. The story makes no sense.
The game is filled with grammatical errors.
The gameplay is to walk for 20-30 minutes while reading text that pops up on your screen, that is if you can handle reading a
terrible so-called story with horrible English.

The game is far from pretty to look at, music is alright but nothing to brag about.

This is yet another game that touches on a controversial\/sensitive subject in hopes of people to buy it because of that.
*Similar to The Housewife.
All this game does is just... say vaguely relevant things to people with self-isolation issues, depression etc...

Just because it touches on a few subjects that are touchy to some doesn't make it a good game.
This is a terrible game.

Just don't buy it.

I spent 24 minutes in the game, rest of my playtime was spent AFKing for card drops.

A few bullet points to end the review.

-Virtually no options menu, which translates to no graphics menu, no volume menu, no keybinding menu etc..
There is just 1 main menu that gives you a slider for the Master volume, a slider of mouse-speed and an FoV slider.

-Do not buy the DLC, whatever the "bonus content" is, I did not find it, it is just another money-grab by the developer.

-The story nags on things like "modern medicine doesn't work, it is just so they can make money."

-I enjoy almost all Walking Simulators, especially those that provoke thought, but this game, as I've explained, doesn't. It just
mentions a few things.
It's like me going onto an asset store, buying a couple assets, make that into a walking simulator and as you walk at the speed
of a mouse to create the illusion that the game is long I periodically make text pop up that say things like;
Depression.
Suicide.
Endless cycle.
Nightmares.
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Money problems.
No one to love.
etc... and expecting that to make it a good game. It is nonsensical.

-The game feels unfinished, no real ending.
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I've got the Train Simulator in 2018. The three DLCs (Mittenwaldbahn, North Wales Coastal, Peninsula Corridor) aren't the
most exiting. I needed something new. This DLC came into my head. I think it was a good idea as I really like this DLC,
because it has many scenarios, more than 20! It's not for high speed, but the best for local services! I'm also really impressed
how well the dome in Cologne looks!. The following is a blanket review for all the Aldorlea games I have played. This is valid, I
think, because the problems are exactly same.
I gave these games a genuine try, but everything by Aldorlea has the same set of problems. Horrible level design, the most god
awfully boring and unsatisfying stories, TONS of HUD problems, and a single goddamn music track for each game. The only
redeeming qualities these games have is the art (one of the games has some humor as well); but unless you have a damn fetish
single poses for each character, you're gonna be disappointed. Like if the story was good, the
other\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665would be tolerable. That's why we stuck through
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665with classic titles like Golden Sun. I'm sorry, but an rpg with \u201cmeh\u201d
level combat and drool inducing story is not worth it by a long shot.
tldr: This game is not worth playing. None of the other games (that I've played, which is the first title of almost every series)
made by Aldorlea are worth playing either.. Extremely addicting, easy to play, VERY fun. Light of Altair can give you hours of
fun on end, and is so addicting that even if\/when you get stuck and want to stop, it keeps bringing you back. It's a really
enjoyable space strategy game. (the review before this parenthesis was made before i finished it) now upon finishing it, i can
still agree to what i said before, but with one caveat: limited replayability. There is only the story missions to it, with no
sandbox\/freeplay or challenge mode, thus limiting replayability. Still a very good game though!. Repetitive uninspired
gameplay. Wandering halls, finding keys, turning valves then eventually running into the least scary monsters you've ever seen.

completely a CASH CRAB GAME!. All the game issues still exist for so many years and koei never do something, so what can
we do?. Okay. This game. This game is terrible. This game is restrained from what it could be. I just deleted this game right
after I played it. Literally worst horror experience. The game is restrained because of ♥♥♥♥♥♥ gameplay, but also because
you can only move your mouse at ONE. SET. SPEED. Not how fast or how slow you move your mouse. You can change the
speed in the options, but that's just the speed you're gonna go. So if you set it low, you move like an autist turning his motorized
wheelchair. Too high, you're gonna be constantly adjusting your mouse to be going the right direction down the hallway.
Also, this game has multiple endings. No mercy. Go the wrong way down the hall? Jumpscare!♥♥♥♥♥♥outta luck, too. I have
a beastly desktop that has 32 gbs of ram, a 4k screen (cap at 60 fps :( ) and a 1080. The loading screens are 3 minutes long. To
get back to where you were, that's atleast 10 minutes. Is gey. 2/10 for being a functioning game. A bit clunky but still some good
systems, these guys understand how to make a true roguelike and I hope they deliver. Maybe wait until it's done a bit more if
you want some high polish, because this is still rough around the edges.. Avernum games are great.. I liked the big tiddies XD.
The new relics from this pack are handy, and the Samurai class is entertaining
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